
LO MANUAL/eBOOK
From active career development and decision-making to 
developing key life skills, this manual aims to provide valuable 
information and stimulating activities to assist scholars in achieving 
their full potential, while developing the key transferable skills that 
employers value. It is provided in hard copy or eBook format.

(Example topics: personal branding, grit and growth mindset, 
informational interviews, safe social media use and CV writing)

CAPS eBOOK
This covers additional 
elements of the LO 
curriculum. It is provided to 
the teacher in eBook format 
to share, as he or she wishes, 
with the scholars.

PHYS ED eBOOK
This booklet covers short chunks 
of information about physical 
education and sports science, 
followed by suggested on-field 
activities. It is provided to the 
teacher in eBook format to share, 
as he or she wishes, with the 
scholars.

TEACHER SUPPORT
A flash drive is provided for the teacher with additional resources, tasks, marking rubrics 
and PowerPoint presentations, to enhance the interactivity of the programme and support 
their teaching.

more than just a book

DYNAMIC CONTENT 
FOCUSING ON RELEVANT, 
HOT TOPICS

[social media, pornography 
awareness, personal branding, 
vaping and much more, while also 
covering the full scope of CAPS]

TECHNOLOGICALLY 
FRIENDLY MATERIAL

[available in hard copy and eBook, 
with e-resources for teachers]

FLIPPED CLASSROOM  
APPROACH

WELL 
RESEARCHED

[backed with studies and statistics]

VISUALLY  
APPEALING

[contemporary design, annually 
updated ‘anti-textbooks’, magazine 
style layouts, infographics, eye-
catching designs that aim to keep 
scholars interested]

ENHANCED 
TEACHABILITY

[modular content designed to aid 
teachability, video clips, discussion 
points and theory]

INTERNATIONALLY 
BENCHMARKED

[while locally relevant]

[incorporated dynamic activities, 
such as the Harvard Visible Thinking 
Routines, to encourage scholars 
to be active agents in the learning 
process]

For more information contact us at info@achievecareers.co.za or contact us via social media:   AchieveCareersSA         Achieve Careers          www.achievecareers.co.za

2022 LO PROGRAMME 
Schools have asked us to approach LO differently to the traditional textbook. Our 

response: an anti-textbook that tackles dynamic and relevant content with the look 

and feel of a magazine. We aim to interest and excite scholars about their career 

development and decision-making processes, while supporting them in developing key 

life skills in a relatable way.

HOW WE LOOK (GRADE 7-12):

WHY OUR PROGRAMME IS UNIQUE

LIFEOrientation achieve
CAREERS



ENGLISH MANUAL/eBOOK
Our programme is designed to guide scholars through the English 
curriculum in an exciting, dynamic and relevant way, as well as, 
enhancing teachability by incorporating video clips, discussion points, 
flipped classroom activities. Our programme includes real life stories 
from young, dynamic South Africans, making the programme relatable 
and local.

GRAMMAR GUIDE
A comprehensive language booklet designed to be a reference guide 
that scholars can use and refer back to throughout their high school 
experience.

TEACHER’S EBOOK
A full colour eBook to 
show to the class via 
projector. All activity 
answers are included with 
the eBook.

TEACHER SUPPORT
A flash drive is provided for 
the teacher with additional 
resources, tasks, marking 
rubrics and PowerPoint 
presentations, to enhance 
the interactivity of the 
programme and support 
teaching.

more than just a book

AVAILABLE AS HARD COPY AND 
EBOOK FORMAT 

[content easy to use in a home 
and school environment, 
facilitating teaching in an uncertain 
environment due to Covid-19]

VISUALLY  
APPEALING

[manuals that are practical, 
captivating and maintain attention]

DESIGNED TO AID TEACHABILITY

[modular content designed 
to enhance teaching in the 
classroom with, video clips, 
website links and discussion 
points]

DYNAMIC CONTENT

[covering all English learning 
areas in a meaningful, interactive 
manner]

REGULARLY UPDATED

[updated annually with new, 
engaging content]

For more information contact us at info@achievecareers.co.za or contact us via social media:   AchieveCareersSA         Achieve Careers          www.achievecareers.co.za

2022 ENGLISH (HL) PROGRAMME
Our anti-textbook range tackles relevant content with the engaging look and feel 

of a magazine. With relevant case studies and high quality content, our manuals are 

designed to appeal to scholars, while simultaneously assisting them in developing 

key life skills. From superlative writing skills to dynamic presentation techniques 

and the development of a love for reading, we aim to provide valuable information, 

dynamic activities that challenge the way that scholars think, and support the effective 

facilitation of a dynamic English programme.

HOW WE LOOK (GRADE 8-10):

WHY OUR PROGRAMME IS UNIQUE

HOME LANGUAGE
English achieve

CAREERS

ACADEMICALLY 
RIGOROUS

[well-researched and 
internationally benchmarked]

INCORPORATES LIVELY 
ACTIVITIES

[bringing concepts to life and easily 
grasped]


